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Abstract

We investigate how the Freedman’s Savings Bank, the first bank col-
lecting deposits from African Americans following Emancipation, attracted
close to 100,000 depositors across 17 states within just a few years. We find
that the bank promoted itself in newspapers more than any other bank. A
textual analysis shows that the content of the advertising, which included
false promises and a moralizing rhetoric, was also unique. This mislead-
ing advertising intensified with the fraudulent use of the deposit funds to
the benefit of elite white networks, leading to the collapse of the bank and
depositor losses rarely matched in history.
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“This was an institution designed to furnish a place of security and

profit for the hard earnings of the coloured people, especially of the

South. (...) There was something missionary in its composition, and

it dealt largely in exhortations as well as promises. (...) Circulars,

tracts, and other papers were scattered like snowflakes in winter by this

benevolent institution among the sable millions, and they were told to

“look” to the Freedmen’s Bank and “live.””

Frederick Douglass, 1882

1 Introduction

Policy makers and academics have pointed to disparities in financial markets as a

driver of the wide and persistent racial wealth gap in the United States. These

racial disparities span many dimensions, from access to credit and borrowing costs,

to misselling by banks and the use of costly alternative financial services.1 For ex-

ample, while accounting for 13% of the population, African Americans represent

one third of the unbanked in the United States, and cite mistrust as a primary

reason.2 This paper gives a historical perspective on these racial disparities in

financial markets, investigating the rapid and broad expansion of the first for-

mal financial institution serving African Americans after Emancipation, and its

ultimate collapse.3

The Freedman’s Savings Bank, created in the aftermath of the Civil War as a

nominally benevolent institution, opened 37 branches across 17 states from 1865 to

1On racial disparities in mortgage approvals, see Munnell et al. (1996), Black et al. (1978),
Giacoletti et al. (2021), on borrowing costs, see Ambrose et al. (2020), Bayer et al. (2018), Butler
et al. (2022), Charles et al. (2008), Reid et al. (2017), on the use of fringe banks, see Cohen-
Cole (2011), on the quality of financial services, see Begley and Purnanandam (2021), Financial
Consumer Agency of Canada (2022).

22019 FDIC National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households.
3The literature has shown how abuse of trust can have long term effects on future trust and

participation. See, for example, Alsan and Wanamaker (2017) on how the Tuskegee experiment
led to distrust in the healthcare system and negatively affected the health of African Americans,
or Knüpfer et al. (2021) and Gurun et al. (2018) on the impact of financial fraud. On the impact
of trust on financial inclusion, see Dupas et al. (2014), and on stock market participation, see
Guiso et al. (2008).
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1872. The founders of the Freedman’s Savings Bank – distinguished white church

members, businessmen, reformers, and abolitionists – organized the bank with

the stated objective of bringing economic independence to the 4 million African

Americans just released from slavery. Within 7 years, the bank collected close

to $100 million (2021 dollars) of deposits from around 100,000 African American

individuals.4 With a branch in almost all main cities in the South, as well as strong

connections with schools for the freedmen, federal institutions, and prominent

political and military figures of the Civil War and Reconstruction Era, the bank

was salient to many African Americans.

However, mismanagement and fraud led to the collapse of the Freedman’s Sav-

ings Bank in 1874. The failure of the bank “not only ruined thousands of colored

men, but taught to thousands more a lesson of distrust which it will take them

years to unlearn.”5 About the bank, Du Bois wrote “Not even ten additional years

of slavery could have done so much to throttle the thrift of the freedmen as the

mismanagement and bankruptcy” (Du Bois 1903).6 How did the bank build le-

gitimacy and trust among recently freed African Americans, while being governed

by only white directors? What was the role of advertising? How did this institu-

tion subsequently turn into “the Black man's cow, but the white man's milk,” as

4We estimate the total number of depositors from the digitized bank registers, which list
75,000 depositors but cover only 28 branches out of 37 and only a subset of years for some
branches.

5New York: State Charities Aid Association, Postal Savings Banks for the United States of
America, 1885, no. 41.

6William Edward Burghardt Du Bois (1868 – 1963) was a prominent American sociologist,
historian and civil rights activist. While particularly striking, this quote is consistent with both
the perception of this episode of history among African American intellectuals after the failure
and today’s consensus among historians. John Mercer Langston, a prominent abolitionist and
politician who was a trustee of the bank for a brief time before its collapse, wrote “Perhaps
the failure of no institution in the country, however extended its relations, however generally it
enjoyed popular confidence and popular patronage, has ever wrought larger disappointment and
more disastrous results to those interested in its creation, management and support than that
of the Freedmen’s Savings and Trust Company” (Langston 1894). Frederick Douglass claimed
that he was brought “an amount of abuse and detraction greater than any encountered in any
other part of my life” after serving as the bank’s president (Douglass 1882). See also Osthaus
(1976), Levy (2012), Osborne (2014), Baradaran (2015), Baradaran (2017) and Todd et al. (2019)
for views on the Freedman’s Savings Bank from contemporary academics in law and history.
Baradaran (2015), for example, wrote “The Freedman’s Savings Bank serves as a cautionary tale
for government support of banking for the poor when that support is just a facade.”
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Frederick Douglass wrote in 1874?7

We address these questions by building an exhaustive dataset of articles and

ads on financial institutions over the 1865-1874 period. We focus on 17 digitized

newspapers distributed across six of the main states where the bank collected

deposits, i.e., Georgia, New York, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia and

Washington, D.C. We then manually transcribe each newspaper item to perform a

textual analysis on their content. In total, we collect, transcribe, and analyze more

than 3,200 articles and advertisements mentioning around 130 different banks.

Finally, we explore how the advertising of the Freedman’s Savings Bank relates to

its lending activities and how it affected depositors. To do so, we use individual

data on accounts, loans, depositors and borrowers, which are uniquely available in

this historical setting.

We first show that the Freedman’s Savings Bank advertised extensively, and

significantly more than any other financial institutions at this time. All the news-

papers in our sample, with an African American or a general audience, covered

the Freedman’s Savings Bank. Every issue of the New National Era, the main na-

tional newspaper with an African American audience over the 1870-1874 period,

included at least two columns on the Freedman’s Savings Bank alone.8 The ad-

vertising intensity correlates with the collection of new deposits. Within a branch

area, an increase in the number of publications on the Freedman’s Savings Bank

in the local journals is followed by an increase in new accounts.

Second, we find that the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s advertising largely relied

on false promises, while the advertising of other banks was more informational.

7Frederick Douglass to Gerrit Smith, July 3, 1874, Smith MSS, Syracuse University Library.
8The New National Era was created in January 1870 by the abolitionist pastor and former

slave John Stella Martin, who convinced Frederick Douglass to become the editor-in-chief of the
journal. The Washington, D.C., based African American newspaper was originally known as the
New Era, but by the end of 1870, Frederick Douglass took full control of the newspaper and
named it after the National Era, a weekly abolitionist newspaper edited from 1847 to 1860 in the
same city. At the head of the New National Era , Douglass soon delegated the newspaper to his
sons Lewis and Frederick Jr, under the Douglass Brother publishing company, who ultimately
changed its name again to the New National Era and Citizen after merging the journal with the
New Citizen in May 1873.
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We use the Harvard Inquirer Dictionary and a textual analysis algorithm to iden-

tify positive words, overstatements, as well as items relating to promises. The

bank misleadingly promoted itself as benefiting from a government guarantee, as

reflected by this circular that the bank published in 1865: “This then, being a Na-

tional Institution in the hands of these good men, it is as safe as the Government

can make it, and, therefore, there can be no safer place in the country to deposit.”9

False promises also related to the safe use of funds, while the bank started using

the deposit funds to make risky loans as early as 1867, and the prosperity of the

bank, while it was almost always in deficit. Even after controlling for year, state,

bank type and newspaper fixed effects, the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s advertising

included false promises more than any other bank.

Third, the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s advertising made extensive use of a

moralizing rhetoric, referring to religion, duty and vices, as well as prominent

personalities. The New National Era published the following ad every week from

June 1871 to July 1873: “Cut off your vices - don’t smoke - don’t drink - don’t

buy lottery tickets. Put the money you save into the FREEDMAN’S SAVINGS

BANK.”10 As another illustration, in a circular from 1865, the Freedman’s Savings

Bank wrote: “Reasons why you should all put money in the Savings Bank (...)

Because, being your own masters, it is your duty to provide for your settlement in

life, for your families, for sickness, and for old age (...) It teaches you the value of

money, and prevents you from spending it foolishly (...) The holy Scriptures require

you to be saving.”11 This moralizing rhetoric often reinforced racial stereotypes

from this time on the moral habits of African Americans (Eli et al. 2022). We

find no other bank advertising itself as a component of a moral life at this time,

even when comparing to other minority banks. In these minority banks, however,

9“Circular of the National Freedmen’s Savings & Trust Co. to the Freedmen of Richmond,
Va, and Vicinity.” The Freedman’s Savings Bank, September 1865.

10“The Freedman’s Savings and Trust Company.” New National Era, June 22, 1871, p. 4.
11“Circular of the National Freedmen’s Savings & Trust Co. to the Freedmen of Richmond,

Va, and Vicinity.” The Freedman’s Savings Bank, September 1865.
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managers and depositors were from the same ethnic background.

This misleading advertising at the Freedman’s Savings Bank intensified with

the fraudulent use of deposit funds, which led to a transfer of wealth from African

Americans to the white directors’ financial and political networks. From 1867,

the bank’s directors started using the deposits to make loans, hence violating the

bank’s charter. Congress ultimately amended the charter in May 1870 to permit

mortgage loans with a maximum loan-to-value of 50%, following lobbying by the

bank’s managers.12 To identify the resulting transfer of wealth from depositors to

borrowers, we build an exhaustive loan-level dataset and manually collect informa-

tion on borrowers’ identity, occupation and race for 60% of the loan volume. While

92% of the depositors were Black, 80% of the loan volumes went to white borrowers

who were often part of the bank directors’ elite networks. Almost all loans violated

the criteria for lending in the bank’s charter and over 95% of loans past due were

not paid, suggesting strategic default by borrowers. In a differences-in-differences

model, we document an increase in the use of moral statements and promises in

the advertising after the charter amendment, when lending accelerated. With no

equity on the balance sheet and a majority of loans with a non-performing status,

the bank was insolvent within just a few years of its formation, well before the

1873 panic and the failure of the bank in July 1874.13 We show that the failure

led to depositor losses that have rarely been matched in the banking history of

the United States, amounting to more than 80% of their deposits on average in

present value terms.

Finally, we investigate whether, in the short term, the bank led to better out-

comes for African American depositors. We link the depositors listed in the bank

registers to the full 1870 census, following Abramitzky et al. (2019), to address this

question. We compare 1870 outcomes – literacy, school attendance, employment,

12U.S. Congress. 41st Congress, 2nd Session 1871.
13Less than 2% of deposits were invested in cash or United States government securities on

the date of the failure.
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income, wealth – between depositors who opened an account before 1870 and de-

positors who opened an account after 1870, within branches. We find no statistical

difference between early and late depositors’ outcomes, and hence no evidence of

any positive short run effects of the Freedman’s Savings Bank. Here, we challenge

the findings of Stein and Yannelis (2020) – henceforth SY2020 – that argues that

the institution had dramatic positive effects on the freedmen’s education, employ-

ment, income, and wealth within five years.14,15 We raise concerns about SY2020’s

historical statements supporting the identification strategy, the data construction

methodology and the empirical setting. As we can replicate SY2020’s large instru-

mental variable (IV) coefficient estimates with random permutations of the data,

we conclude that the bias of SY2020’s instruments, which correlate with proxies for

ex-ante access to wealth and education and with the bias in the data construction

methodology, drives SY2020’s results.

Our paper contributes to the literature on racial disparities in financial mar-

kets and the implications for the racial wealth gap (Derenoncourt et al. 2022).

A growing literature investigates racial disparities in the markets for mortgages

(Ambrose et al. 2020; Bayer et al. 2018; Gupta et al. 2022; Reid et al. 2017), con-

sumer and auto loans (Butler et al. 2022; Charles et al. 2008; Cohen-Cole 2011;

Dobbie et al. 2021) and small business loans (Cavalluzzo et al. 2002; Howell et al.

2022; Fei 2022), as well as the impact of financial innovation on racial disparities

in credit markets (Bartlett et al. 2022; Fuster et al. 2022; Morse and Pence 2021).

We add to this literature by showing how financial institutions may discriminate

not only through price and quantity, but also through advertising and misselling,

consistent with the literature on consumer exploitation by financial institutions

(Gurun et al. 2016; Célérier and Vallée 2017; Begley and Purnanandam 2021).

14According to Tables 2 and 7 in SY2020, the Freedman’s Savings Bank lead to an increase
in the probability to attend school by 14 percentage points (+300%), to be literate by 13-19
percentage points (+100%), and to work by 3-6 percentage points (+10%), up from respectively
3.9%, 15% and 39%.

15Our comments on SY2020 are available in the Internet Appendix: https://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4139771.
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We also contribute to this literature by documenting how insider lending in elite

networks can be at the expense of racial minorities (Haselmann et al. 2018).

Second, our paper adds to the literature on the costs and benefits of household

access to formal financial services and the role of governance. Evidence on whether

saving money at a bank as opposed to saving cash at home can benefit households

is mixed (Prina 2015; Brune et al. 2016; Dupas et al. 2018). Potential advantages

of formal savings include safety from theft, interest accumulation, and reduced

impulse spending or family and friend pressure (Dupas and Robinson 2013; Kar-

lan et al. 2014; Brune et al. 2016), which might foster overall savings and wealth

accumulation (Célérier and Matray 2019; Bachas et al. 2021). However, one also

has to consider the implications of delegating the management of savings to weakly

governed financial institutions. Information asymmetries within financial institu-

tions create risks of rent extraction, which are risks that racial minorities may be

particularly vulnerable to.16 This paper shows how misaligned incentives and weak

governance in financial institutions can lead to a transfer of wealth from discrim-

inated populations to other more privileged groups. It hence raises the question

of the possible benefits of Black-owned banks and of the optimal governance of

banks catering to minorities.17

Third, our paper relates to the literature documenting racial advertising. While

an emerging literature investigates the role of race-based advertising, for example,

in the market for tobacco and alcohol (Wailoo 2021), this paper documents the

use of racial advertising by a financial institution and shows how it was associ-

ated with a transfer of wealth away from minorities. Racial advertising in finance

16See also the literature on predatory lending (Allcott et al. 2021; Morgan 2007; Melzer 2011;
Carrell and Zinman 2014; Melzer 2018; Bachas et al. 2021).

17After the failure of the Freedman’s Savings Bank, between 1888 and 1934, 134 Black-owned
banks were created (Okonkwo 2003). While racial minorities might suffer less from discrimination
in these institutions, minority-owned banks face the challenge of serving a clientele with liquidity
constraints or less stable income profiles in low-income neighbourhoods, in an environment where
they might also be discriminated against as institutions (Bates and Bradford 1980). For example,
the costs of funding on markets may be higher for minority-owned banks, hence only shifting the
underlying problem to a higher institutional level rather than addressing it (see Dougal et al.
(2019) on Black colleges).
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can affect racial inequality by pushing more expensive products to minorities, en-

couraging investment mistakes, exploiting behavioral biases, or further reinforcing

stereotypes (Shuey et al. 1953; Pollay 1986; Bristor et al. 1995; Bailey 2006). Our

results point to potential policy implications in less regulated markets, such as

cryptocurrencies, where advertising campaigns have targeted specific groups such

as young people and African Americans.18

Finally, our paper complements the literature on the transition from enslave-

ment to Emancipation in the United States and the implementation of racial struc-

tures before the Jim Crow era, focusing on the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s develop-

ment, collapse and impact on depositors. Osthaus (1976) recollects the history of

the bank through an extensive analysis of historical archives and primary sources.19

More recently, Traweek and Wardlaw (2022) investigate the heterogenous behavior

of depositors after the 1873 panic. By identifying the role of advertising, docu-

menting the bank insolvency before the 1873 panic due to the fraudulent lending

activities, and quantifying the transfer of wealth from African Americans to white

populations, this paper details one mechanism through which the persistence of

racial discrimination has affected economic opportunities for African Americans

after the Civil War (Darity Jr and Mullen 2020).

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we provide historical

18These advertising campaigns also often employ prominent personalities to extend the reach
of their message. See “Cryptocurrency Seeks the Spotlight, With Spike Lee’s Help.” The
New York Times , July 7, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/07/business/media/

cryptocurrency-seeks-the-spotlight-with-spike-lees-help.html. African Ameri-
cans are more likely to invest in cryptocurrency and to believe it is regulated
by the government; “Why the Crypto Crash Hit Black Americans Hard.” The
Economist, May 20, 2022, https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2022/05/20/

why-the-crypto-crash-hit-black-americans-hard.
19This literature also includes Josiah (2004), which shows how community-based mutual aid

and financial institutions existed long before the creation of the Freedman’s Savings Bank among
African American populations, Gilbert (1972), which describes the work of the Comptroller of
the Currency in investigating the failure of the Freedman’s Savings Bank for 40 years after the
collapse and defending the rights of the depositors, Giedeman (2011), which draws a comparative
study of the Freedman’s Savings Bank with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac during the financial
crisis highlighting supervision and oversight issues in institutions managed by Congress. See also
Levy (2012), Osborne (2014), Baradaran (2015), Baradaran (2017) and Todd et al. (2019) for
views on the Freedman’s Savings Bank from contemporary historians and legal scholars.
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background on the formation of the Freedman’s Savings Bank, its expansion and its

collapse. In Section 3, we describe the data. Section 4 investigates the magnitude

and content of the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s advertising in comparison to other

banks and explores the relationship between advertising and the bank’s expansion.

Section 5 provides evidence of a transfer of wealth away from the freedmen and

quantify depositor losses. Finally, Section 6 discusses the short run effects of the

Freedman’s Savings Bank on African Americans. Section 7 concludes.

2 Historical Background

On March 3, 1865, in the aftermath of the Civil War and following Emancipation,

Congress chartered the Freedman’s Savings Bank to collect deposits from African

Americans. By 1874, before its collapse, the bank had opened 37 branches across

17 states and the District of Columbia, and collected up to $100 million (2021

dollars) from 100,000 accounts.20 Figure 1 displays a timeline of the key events.21

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

2.1 The Creation of the Bank

The founders of the Freedman’s Savings Bank – prominent church members, busi-

nessmen, reformers, and abolitionists – initially organized the bank following the

principles of the savings bank movement of the 19th century.22 This movement

promoted work and thrift as the primary path for the working classes to exit

20These 100,000 accounts are a conservative estimate given the availability of the depositor
registers which have survived.

21We collect these key events from primary sources such as senate and congressional reports,
including U.S. Senate. 42nd Congress, 3rd Session (1873); U.S. Senate. 43rd Congress, 2nd
Session (1874); U.S. Senate. 43rd Congress 1st Session (1874); U.S. Senate. 44th Congress, 1st
Session (1876); U.S. Senate. 46th Congress 2nd Session (1880), and newspaper articles. We also
rely on Osthaus (1976).

22“Circular of the National Freedmen’s Savings & Trust Co. to the Freedmen of Richmond,
Va, and Vicinity.” The Freedman’s Savings Bank, September 1865.
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poverty.23 By 1873, a wide network of more than 670 savings banks had flourished

in the US, mostly in Northern states, collecting deposits from around 2 million

individuals, i.e., around 5% of the US population, and accounting for close to 20%

of total financial institution assets (U.S. Senate. 42nd Congress, 3rd Session 1873;

Keyes 1878; Wadhwani 2011). In line with the savings bank movement and the

“free-labor ideology,” which considered that free labor, rather than government

support, would result in the economic independence of the 4 million newly freed

slaves, the Freedman’s Savings Bank had a broad social agenda (Foner 1988).24

For example, the New National Era wrote in 1870: “This institution is doing a

great work in educating the colored people (...) to habits of industry, economy,

and thrift.”25

The Freedman’s Savings Bank was a pioneering institution in many dimen-

sions. It was a savings bank that operated largely in the South, in areas of the

country that had never before seen such organizations. The bank was also the only

institution directly targeting emancipated slaves to offer banking services, the first

bank branching across states since the Second Bank of the United States, and

one of the only banks chartered and supervised by Congress. The other federally

chartered institutions, the national banks, were chartered by the US government

and supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).26,27

23On September 1865, a circular of the Freedman’s Savings Bank detailed the benefit of savings
banks and wrote: “The Savings Banks at the North, of which there are many, have been the chief
source of prosperity to the poorer class, thousands of whom have become rich men by reason of
the start this Institution has given them.” “Circular of the National Freedmen’s Savings & Trust
Co. to the Freedmen of Richmond, Va, and Vicinity.” The Freedman’s Savings Bank, 1865.

24While Sherman and some Republicans promised 40 acres and a mule to the freedmen, and
Congress created the Freedmen’s Bureau to provide food, shelter, clothing, medical services,
and education, the government quickly retracted from any form of direct federal support. In
the midst of an environment of growing resentment and opposition to government support to
African Americans, the Bureau was closed in 1872. Instead, free-labor and self-sufficiency was
considered as the best solution by the political majority.

25“Letters from the People.” New National Era, November 10, 1870, p. 1.
26The 1863 and 1864 National Banking Acts established both the dollar as a national currency

and the status of these national banks, whose notes were backed with US government securities.
However, these national banks were “national” only in the sense that their charter was granted
by the federal government, as interstate branching was still prohibited. Savings banks were also
mostly unit state-chartered banks with no branches.

27By 1865, when the Freedman’s Savings Bank was created, there were 349 state banks, 317
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The directors of the Freedman’s Savings Bank opened the first branches where

Black troops were located, following the model of military savings banks that col-

lected the wages of Black Union soldiers during the Civil War.28,29 In the following

years, the directors extended the bank’s reach, opening branches across states fol-

lowing local requests and taking into account the “amount of capital and coloured

population,” as the location of bank branches displayed in Figure 2 illustrates

(Osthaus 1976). The bank shared locations, personnel and management with two

important institutions that supported the economic inclusion and education of

African Americans during the Reconstruction Era: the Freedmen’s Bureau, cre-

ated by Congress on the exact same day as the Freedman’s Savings Bank, and the

American Missionary Association, a Christian abolitionist organization dedicated

to the education of the freedmen.30,31

INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE

The governance of the Freedman’s Savings Bank presented some important

weaknesses from the beginning. First, at the time of the bank’s creation, none

of the original directors were African Americans and lived in Washington, D.C

where the main branch was.32 Second, the bank directors had no financial or legal

incentives to govern the bank. The charter required neither any direct investment

in the bank from the directors, nor any penal clauses to align their incentives with

savings banks and 1,294 national banks in the country. “Annual Report of the Comptroller of
the Currency.” Treasury Department, 1910, Document No. 2590.

28General Saxton created the first military savings bank for Black soldiers on August 1864 in
Beaufort, South Carolina, while General Benjamin Butler established a second one in Norfolk,
Virginia in the Fall of 1864 (U.S. Senate. 46th Congress 2nd Session 1880).

29“Origin and Progress of the Freedmen’s Savings Bank.” New Era, March 31, 1870, p. 3.
30“Letters from the South, Relating to the Condition of Freedmen, Addressed to Major General

O. O. Howard, Commissioner Bureau R., F., and A. L. by J. W. Alvord, Gen. Sup’t Education,
Bureau R., F., & A. L.”. John Alvord. Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1870.

31John Alvord, the founder of the bank, was a close friend of both the founder of the Freed-
men’s Bureau, General O.O Howard and the executive secretary of the American Missionary
Association, Reverand George Whipple. The most notable success of the Freedmen’s Bureau
and the American Missionary Association was the creation of close to 2,000 schools.

32Freedman’s Savings and Trust Company. Charter and by-laws. New York, Wm. C. Bryant
& Co., Printers, 1865.
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the interests of the depositors.33 This is in stark contrast with the governance of

the national banks, which required directors to be stockholders and be subject to

the “double liability,” and to also reside in the state of the bank.34 Third, the

bank charter was ambiguous about the allocation of the deposit funds, which gave

significant discretionary power to the directors. While two-thirds of the deposits

were initially required to be invested in government securities only, as it was the

standard for savings banks at this time, the remaining available funds did not

have any clear restrictions for their use. Fourth, as one of the only institutions

under the purview of Congress, supervision was very limited: inspections were very

infrequent and not until 1872 did an adequate system of daily branch reports start

(U.S. Senate. 46th Congress 2nd Session 1880). Finally, while paying wages often

below that of a schoolteacher, the bank was largely hiring workers with missionary

rather than banking or accounting credentials to foster the collection of deposits.35

2.2 Advertising and Bank Expansion

From the early years, the Freedman’s Savings Bank carefully planned a large adver-

tising strategy. In addition to publishing cards, pamphlets and circulars, the bank

was extensively using newspapers to promote the bank across states. In 1867, the

bank management drew a list of all the African American journals to target.36 The

most important outlet for the bank was the New National Era, the main national

33Freedman’s Savings and Trust Company, and African American Pamphlet Collection. Freed-
man’s Savings and Trust Company. Charter and by-laws. New York, Wm. C. Bryant & Co.,
Printers, 1865.

34The system of double liability remained the norm until 1933, when the American banking
system was restructured see (see Koudijs et al. (2021) and Aldunate et al. (2021) on the system
of double liability in the national banking era).

35New York Sun, April 30, 1874. The untrained cashiers, who often doubled as Freedmen’s
Bureau, AMA or government employees, were overworked and lacked qualification. For exam-
ple, the bank’s inspector Anson Sperry, while well-intentioned, usually certified the accounts as
“correct, E & O. E.,” standing for “Errors and Omissions Expected.” (Osthaus 1976, p. 174).

36Alvord, 1867, Semi-annual Report on Schools for Freedmen. The list included Elevator
(San Francisco), Pacific Appeal (San Francisco), New Orleans Tribune, South Carolina Leader
(Charleston), True Communicator (Baltimore), Standard and Weekly Review (New York), Chris-
tian Recorder (Philadelphia), People’s Journal (Brooklyn), and Colored Citizen (Cincinnati).
Among these newspapers, only the South Carolina Leader is digitized as of June 2022.
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journal targeting African Americans.37 Figure 3 displays the Freedman’s Savings

Bank’s advertisement that the New National Era published weekly from June 1871

to July 1873. From 1868 to 1872, the bank also distributed its own monthly news-

paper, the National Savings Bank, with a circulation of around 15,000 copies per

month according to the bank officials.38 Branch cashiers also actively promoted

the bank, giving public talks in branches, churches, schools and beneficial societies

to highlight the benefits of the institution and solicit more depositors.39 Finally,

the bank relied on teachers to distribute the bank’s advertising in freedmen schools

and collect deposits from the children.40 The Internet Appendix includes a sample

of representative advertisements of the Freedman’s Savings Bank.

INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE

While the bank had the highest pace of opening branches in its early years –

within two years, in 1865 and 1866, the bank opened 22 branches across 14 states–,

the collection of deposits kept growing until the end of 1872, with a yearly growth

rate higher than 60% over the period on average.41 Figure 4 plots the outstanding

amount of deposits and number of new accounts opened at the Freedman’s Savings

Bank from 1865 to 1874. At the end of 1872, with more than 70,000 open accounts

and close to $4 million of deposits, the Freedman’s Savings Bank was among the

largest savings banks in the country.42

37See note 8 on the New National Era.
38“Our Paper as a Sheet to Advertise In.” New Era, October 27, 1870.
39“Baltimore Branch, Section: Reports from the Branches.” New Era, October 27, 1870.
40For example, a 1867 pamphlet of the Freedman’s Savings Bank described the following

strategy for teachers to collect deposits: “There is a way for little children in the schools to
have a part in the Bank. Let teachers take some pretty envelopes from us, on which is printed
“Savings Bank”, and have one for each scholar; then let all the spare pennies, five cent and ten
cent bills which the children can earn, be put in the envelope until they amount to one dollar.
This dollar will then be brought, by the teacher, to the cashier of the bank. The cashier will
take the children’s dollar and give them a bank book for it, and when they get another dollar in
the same way to put in, it will be two dollars, and so on.” Source: “Pamphlet.” The Freedman’s
Savings Bank, 1867.

41Table IA.8 lists the opening date and context of each of the 37 branches.
42Only one savings bank, the Bank for Savings, in New York, had a higher number of depositors

during this period. However, the amount of deposits, around $20 million was more than four time
larger at the Bank for Savings than at the Freedman’s Savings Bank. Only around 15 savings
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INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE

2.3 Insider Lending, Fraud and Bank Failure

Within a few years of its creation, the Freedman’s Savings Bank came under the

influence of politically connected white businessmen. As the bank was struggling

financially after the rapid expansion of its branches, the directors decided to move

the headquarters from New York City to Washington, D.C., in 1867 to get the

support of politicians and financiers. Many directors resigned, while Henry D.

Cooke, William S. Huntington and the actuary D. L. Eaton took the control of

the “finance committee” of the bank. The three men were close to Jay Cooke, the

investment banker who subscribed and distributed US treasury bonds during the

Civil War, and were actively involved in the management of national banks, in

railroad and real estate speculation, and in politics.43

From 1867, this new finance committee started using deposit funds to make

loans, hence violating the bank’s charter, while actively lobbying Congress to le-

galize these lending activities.44 In May 1870, Congress passed a bill to permit

loans backed by real estate collateral worth at least twice the loan value (U.S.

Congress. 41st Congress, 2nd Session 1871).45 After this charter amendment,

the finance committee engaged even more aggressively in fraudulent lending, still

violating the bank’s charter despite its increased permissiveness.

The Civil War experience of the finance committee members likely influenced

banks had more deposits than the Freedman’s Savings Bank, around $4 million, in 1873. Hence,
the Freedman’s Bank stands as the second largest savings banks in number of depositors and
among the 20 largest in deposit amount, out of around 670 savings bank in the United States at
this time. See U.S. Senate. 42nd Congress, 3rd Session (1873), Keyes (1878), Olmstead (1976),
and Osborne (2014) for a complete picture of US savings banks at this time.

43Henry David Cooke (1825-1881) was a journalist and later editor and proprietor of a Re-
publican newspaper in Ohio early in his career. Later, Henry became a prominent member of
the Republican party, the President of the First National Bank in Washington, D.C., and the
first territorial governor of Washington, D.C. Henry also participated in his brother Jay Cooke’s
campaign to distribute the Union bonds during the Civil War.

44The first loan, to our knowledge, was a 1,000 dollars loan in 1867 to the actuary Eaton
himself.

45This collateral rule was standard for savings banks at this time (Olmstead 1976).
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the advertising of the Freedman’s Savings Bank. To sell Union bonds to retail

investors, Jay Cooke implemented an extensive advertising campaign unlike any-

thing the United States had ever seen (Larson 1936; Thomson 2022). With the

help of his brother Henry Cook, he used strategies the Freedman’s Savings Bank

would later adopt: advertising in a large range of newspapers, including local pa-

pers and religious periodicals, writing pieces for newspaper editors to reproduce

en masse, creating elaborate networks of sales agents across the country, and fre-

quently relying on influential public figures in publications.

While the bank kept increasing its lending after the charter amendment, con-

cerns about the bank’s solvency started in 1871 and led to the first rumors of

runs in November 1871.46 In January 1873, the first audit of the bank by the

OCC led to a large drop in confidence, which amplified during the September 1873

panic and finally resulted in the closure of the bank in July 1874 (U.S. Senate.

43rd Congress, 2nd Session 1874). In the last months of the bank, the directors

unsuccessfully attempted to restore confidence by increasing the representation of

African Americans in the bank leadership, for example nominating Frederick Dou-

glass as the new president in March 1874. Frederick Douglass later said he was

“married to a corpse” (Douglass 1882).

After the closure, in July 1874, Congress appointed the OCC to liquidate the

bank’s assets and repay depositors, with a limited success. Only in November

1875, did depositors receive a first payment that was supposed to amount to 20%

of their deposits. During the proceedings before Congress concerning the collapse

of the bank, the investigation committee recommended to indict Henry Cooke and

other directors: “...so gross a fraud and conspiracy to defraud, that, in the opinion

46The Beaufort Republican wrote in November 1871: “We are very sure that no paper of this
city desired to injure an enterprise so worthy as the Freedman’s Savings Bank, yet the telegraphic
report in all of the papers of October 17th, from Washington stating that there was “a run on
the Freedman’s Bank” in that city. It is true that on the 18th this falsehood was corrected, but
yet one whole day was given for the mischief to work, and that in a time of general financial
anxiety (...).” “A False and Malicious Rumour.” The Beaufort Republican, November 9, 1871,
Vol. 2 no. 7.
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of your committee, everyone of the survivors in the transaction, viz, Henry D.

Cooke, Lewis Clephane, Hallet Kilbourn, and John O. Evans, should be indicted,

tried, and punished to the extent of the law” (U.S. Senate. 44th Congress, 1st

Session 1876). However, ultimately, none were held responsible.

3 Data

Our analysis uses several sources of data. We exploit advertising data – collecting

all articles and advertisements referring to banks in a sample of digitized news-

papers over the 1865-1874 period –, individual-level data – using the depositor

and loan registers of the Freedman’s Savings Bank –, and finally bank-level data

– gathering data on US bank failures from 1816 to the creation of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in 1933.

3.1 Advertising

3.1.1 Sample of Newspapers

To build a comprehensive sample of newspapers, we focus on the main states with

branches and available registers, i.e., Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina,

Virginia, Washington, D.C., as well as New York, as New York City was the hub

of savings banks at this time (Olmstead 1976). These six states account for more

than 57% of bank depositors listed in the registers.

In these six states, we select all digitized newspapers targeting African Amer-

icans, as well as one to three general audience newspapers. We identify these

newspapers using the archives from Newspaper.com, the Chronicling America

database from the Library of Congress, the Readex’s America’s Historical Newspa-

per Archive, the Proquest Historical Newspapers, as well as the Georgia Historic

Newspapers archives from the Digital Library of Georgia.47 Hence, we cover all the

47These sources are available here: https://www.newspapers.com/, https:

//chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/, https://gahistoricnewspapers.galileo.usg.edu/,
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main sources for digitized newspaper archives available for this period (Beach and

Hanlon 2022). We also get a list of newspapers edited and supported by African

Americans during this period from the Trubner’s American and Oriental Literary

Record.48 We complete our sample of newspapers with the Memphis Daily Appeal.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

Table 1 lists the newspapers in our sample and provides information on the

readership, state, frequency and period.

3.1.2 Advertising Items

To build our sample of articles and advertisements on financial institutions, we

screen each page of each digitized issue of each newspaper of our sample and

collect any articles, notices, reports and advertisements mentioning any banks or

financial institutions.49 For each newspaper item, we record the page, title, the

type of article or advertisement and the author.

To complement our analysis, we also focus on the advertising of two savings

banks collecting deposits from minorities: the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank,

chartered in 1850, and the German Savings Bank, chartered in 1859. These two

banks were among the 24 mutual savings banks established in New York State

before the Civil War (Olmstead 1976). Groups of prominent Irish and German

citizens founded the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank and the German Savings

Bank, respectively, to collect deposits from immigrant populations. In 1873, both

banks had around 25,000 open accounts – compared to around 70,000 open ac-

counts at the Freedman’s Savings Bank – and held more than $10 million in de-

posits (Keyes 1878). For both banks, we collect all advertising we identified across

https://www.readex.com/, https://about.proquest.com/en/products-services/

pq-hist-news/.
48“Newspapers published in the United States, Edited and Supported by Colored Men.” Trub-

ner’s American and Oriental Literary Record, September 2, 1862.
49For two newspapers, the New York Times and the New York Daily Tribune, we screen only

one newspaper per month because of the large abundance of ads and articles referring to banks.
We pick the date of the month randomly to avoid selection issues.
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all digitized newspapers issued in the state of New York and available in the

Chronicling America database from the Library of Congress.

Table 1 lists the number of issues we screen for each newspaper and the number

of articles we collect on the Freedman’s Savings Bank and any other bank.50 We

drop any newspaper items that are not about promoting financial institutions from

our sample, such as news articles about the death of a bank manager, or an event

occurring in the same building as a bank. Table IA.1 provides summary statistics

on the banks in our final sample of newspaper items. In addition to savings banks,

our sample includes advertising from national banks (10%), such as the Atlanta

National Bank, and state commercial banks (32%), such as the Bank of Charleston

and Jay Cooke Investment Bank.

Finally, we manually transcribe all the newspaper items we have collected to

perform a textual analysis on their content. In total, we manually transcribe more

than 3,200 articles and advertisements from 17 newspapers over 9 years.

3.2 Accounts and Depositors

We collect information on accounts and depositors from the registers of signatures

of the Freedman’s Savings Bank. The registers cover 28 branches from 1865 to 1874

and include the first names, last names and race of the depositors at each of these

branches. We access the digitized registers data through Familysearch.org.51 The

digitized registers have 498,144 entries corresponding to 93,605 distinct account

numbers.

We clean the data the following way. First, we drop accounts that are held

by organizations, such as churches and various community societies (0.25%). We

also drop accounts for which all the information, except the account identifier,

50Except for the New York Times and the New York Daily Tribune, the number of issues we
screen corresponds to the number of issues that are digitized. Some issues published during the
coverage period might not be digitized. For example, for the Beaufort Republican, only one issue
is available in 1870. For the New York Times and the New York Daily Tribune, we screen only
one newspaper per month.

51https://www.familysearch.org/search/collection/1417695
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is missing.52 Second, we standardize the information on age, place of birth and

names. For age, we drop alphabetical characters to convert the information into

a number and compute the age in 1870. For place of birth, we convert county-

or city-level information into state-level information. Concerning first names and

last names, we standardize the information by dropping middle names or titles,

removing any non-alphabetic characters, and accounting for common misspelling

and first names, following the methodology of Abramitzky et al. (2020). The ob-

jective is to correct for transcription errors to the extent possible. Third, we exploit

the information on the identities of relatives to create four variables indicating the

first and last names of a depositor’s father and mother when available.

After having dropped duplicates in terms of names, age, location and place of

birth, we arrive at a dataset with information on 74,966 accounts and depositors

across 27 branches over the 1865-1874 period.53,54

Table 2 provides summary statistics on the final sample of 74,966 accounts

and depositors. We observe that 75% of the accounts are opened in 1870 or

after. In addition, up to 25% of the depositors are under the age of 18, which is

consistent with schoolteachers actively promoting the Freedman’s Savings Bank

to their students.

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE

3.3 Loans and Borrowers

We build the loan and borrower dataset by exploiting the investigation report

on the failure of the Freedman’s Savings Bank published in U.S. Senate. 43rd

Congress, 2nd Session (1874). This report lists all the loans on the balance sheet of

52We also identify as distinct those accounts that have identical identifiers but different depos-
itor identities, locations and account opening dates.

53After cleaning the account holder data, no observations remain from the Philadelphia branch
and hence the analysis is conducted on the remaining 27 branches.

54Prior to merging with the 1870 census, we also drop account holders who died prior to 1870
and hence would not have observable outcomes in the 1870 census. This sample contains 73,506
account holders.
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the bank at the time of the investigation and provides the borrowers’ identity. We

manually transcribe the branch that originated the loan, the face value, issuance

date, maturity, amount due, and borrower’s first and last names. We arrive at

1,797 outstanding loans issued to 1,108 unique borrowers. In total, the bank had

more than $3.5 million of loans in the balance sheet, equivalent to $86 million in

2021 dollars.55,56

INSERT TABLE 3 HERE

Table 3 provides summary statistics on the loans on the Freedman’s Bank

balance sheet at the date of the failure. The average face value of the outstanding

loans was $2,024, or $48,475 in 2021 dollars, and most had a maturity of one year

or less. 75% of the loan volumes were issued in the two years following the charter

amendment. Finally, for all the loans that had matured (83% of the loans), 95% of

the amount due was unpaid, suggesting that borrowers strategically defaulted.57

3.4 Depositor Losses

To better understand the magnitude of the failure of the Freedman’s Savings Bank

and its effects on depositors, we collect data on depositor losses at the Freedman’s

Savings Bank, as well as other savings and national banks that failed up to 1933,

the year of the creation of the FDIC.

Data on the failure of the Freedman’s Savings Bank come from the 1883 “An-

nual Report of the Commissioner,” which contains a summary of the repayments

55We assume a base year of 1874 for our loan analysis, and convert to 2021 dollars using the
historical CPI data of the Minneapolis Fed, available at https://www.minneapolisfed.org/

https://www.minneapolisfed.org/about-us/monetary-policy/inflation-calculator/consumer-price-index-1800-
https://www.minneapolisfed.org/about-us/monetary-policy/inflation-calculator/consumer-price-index-1800-


to depositors after the losses (U.S. Senate. 53rd Congress 2nd Session 1883). The

total amount owed to depositors, $2,833,251, is from U.S. Senate. 43rd Congress,

2nd Session (1874).

We obtain data on the failures of all national banks from 1863 to 1933 from

the annual reports of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency on National

Banks. These reports were published from 1863 through to 1980 and are available

from the Federal Reserve Archival System for Economic Research. Specifically, for

each bank that failed and were marked as closed by the Office of the Comptroller

of the Currency by 1933, we extract the bank name, failure date, amount owed to

depositors, % repaid and length of the repayment period.

Finally, we collect data on the failures of savings banks from Keyes (1878) and

newspaper archives.58

The final sample contains 76 failed banks with deposits over 1,000,000 current

dollars at the date of the failure. To quantify the amounts owed to depositors

at the time of the banks’ failure, we calculate it as a percent of GDP. We use

historical GDP figures of the United States from the Maddison Project Database

2020.59

4 The Bank’s Advertising

This section investigates the magnitude and content of the Freedman’s Savings

Bank’s advertising in comparison to other banks and explores the relationship

between advertising and the bank’s expansion.

58“Broken Savings. Banks.” New York Times, October 9, 1877. “The Third Avenue Bank
Case.” New York Times, April 5, 1876. “A Savings Bank Failure.” New York Times, September
30, 1875.

59https://www.rug.nl/ggdc/historicaldevelopment/maddison/releases/

maddison-project-database-2020.
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4.1 Magnitude

Within our sample of 17 newspapers, we find that no other bank advertised as

extensively as the Freedman’s Savings Bank over the 1865-1874 period.

As Column 5 in Table 1 indicates, all newspapers in our sample, both with

an African American or general audience, mention the Freedman’s Savings Bank

at least once over the period. If we focus on the main national newspaper with

an African American audience over the 1870-1874 period, the New National Era,

100% of the weekly issues mention the Freedman’s Savings Bank and most include

more than two columns on the bank, often on the front page. We find no institution

or event with such a broad coverage in the New National Era during this period,

even when including the Freedmen Bureau and schools.60

Second, the Freedman’s Savings Bank accounts for 30% of all the newspaper

items we collect, while the second most advertised bank, the Bank of Charleston,

accounts only for 7% of them. When excluding newspapers with an African Amer-

ican audience, the Freedman’s Savings Bank still accounts for 20% of al the news-

paper items in our sample.

Finally, when we compare to the two largest savings banks at this time, i.e.,

the Bank for Savings and the Bowery Savings Bank of New York, we find that

these banks were advertising in New York newspapers only, and not at a higher

frequency than the Freedman’s Savings Bank, even while the New York branch of

the Freedman’s Savings Bank was much smaller.

4.2 Collection of Deposits

We investigate the relationship between the advertising intensity and the collection

of deposits at the Freedman’s Savings Bank by exploiting the local nature of the

advertising and branch-level information on the number of accounts. To do so,

60The Freedman’s Savings Bank offered financial support to the New National Era, which
was struggling financially, in the form of joint stock ownership and the printing of the journal.
Douglass Brothers, “An Explanation.” New National Era and Citizen, 19 March 1874, p. 2.
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we link the account data to the advertising data by branch city, restricting our

sample to the eight branch cities where newspapers from our sample are issued,

i.e., Atlanta, Augusta, Beaufort, Charleston, Memphis, Raleigh, Richmond, and

Washington, D.C.61 We collapse data on the number of new accounts and the

number of articles at the day and branch city levels over the 1865-1874 period,

and indicate information as missing when the registers are incomplete and/or no

digitized newspaper is available. We then estimate the following panel model:

NewAccountsb,t = α + β
t∑

t−14

NumberArticlesb,t +Dayt +Branchb + εb,t, (1)

where NewAccountsb,t is the number of new accounts open in branch b on day t,

NumberArticles refers to sum of daily articles published over the last three days,

last week and last two weeks in the branch city, and Dayt and Branchb are day

and branch fixed effects, respectively.

INSERT TABLE 4 HERE

Table 4 provides the results. Columns 1, 3 and 5 indicate that the number of

new accounts opened in a day correlates with the intensity of the advertising over

the last three days, week and two weeks, respectively. Columns 2, 4 and 6 show

that result holds also in the time series within branches.

4.3 Advertising Content: A Textual Analysis

4.3.1 Hypotheses

To investigate the content of the advertising, we design a textual analysis algorithm

around the following three hypotheses.

61We exclude New York from this analysis as we only screen randomly picked issues for the
three newspapers issued in New York City. We include New York City in the content analysis
for comparison to other minority banks, which were based in New York City.
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First, we hypothesize that the advertising of the Freedman’s Savings Bank

was promotional, using overstatements and positive language, as suggested by the

changes in the nature of advertising during this period. Advertising accelerated

in the US in the second half of the 19th century, switching away from a purely

informational to a more promotional content. Newspapers served as the primary

channel. The marketing of the Union war bonds by Jay Cooke during the Civil

War is one of the first examples of the use of promotional advertising in financial

markets (Thomson 2022).

Second, we hypothesize that the advertising of the Freedman’s Savings Bank

included false promises, as some newspaper items in our sample suggest. Some

advertisements of the bank explicitly conveyed the misleading message that the

federal government fully guaranteed deposits. For example, on June 1, 1871, the

Semi-Weekly Louisianan declared that “there is no possibility of loss, for the rea-

son that the government of the United States is responsible for every dollar de-

posited.”62 Another false promise concerned the safe investment of deposits in

only government securities, despite the bank making risky loans from as early as

1867. For example, the first publication of the bank’s own newspaper, The Na-

tional Savings Bank, wrote on January 1, 1868 “I know it will be able to repay you

for this reason; Whenever anyone lends it any money, that money is at once put

into United States bonds. (...) Now as long as the United States pays its debts,

you are sure of all the cash you can lend it. When you put your money in the

Bank you lend it to the United States.” Finally, the bank misleadingly advertised

itself as a prosperous institution paying 6% interest, while the bank was in deficit

almost every year and never paid this level of interest, as Table IA.3 shows. For

example, the Charleston Daily News wrote on May 26, 1870: “A good Sign. The

freedmen’s savings banks are reported to be in a prosperous condition.”63

Second, we hypothesize that the advertising used a moralizing rhetoric to “in-

62“The advantages of a bank.” Semi Weekly Louisianian, June 1, 1871, p. 2.
63“News of the Day.” Charleston Daily News, May 26, 1870.
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stil into the minds of the untutored Africans lessons of sobriety, wisdom, and

economy,” as Frederick Douglass wrote in his autobiography Douglass (1882). For

example, on May 13, 1868, the Weekly North-Carolina Standard published an ad

saying: ““ Mark this,” that industry, sobriety, economy, and a good moral char-

acter, lead to wealth, education, influence and power. Don’t hesitate, but come

to the Saving’s Bank. Come every one, come, come.” Some articles also mention

vices, hence reinforcing racial stereotyping: “Cut off your vices - don’t smoke -

don’t drink - don’t buy lottery tickets. Put the money you save into the FREED-

MAN’S SAVINGS BANK. ”64 We also find references to religion: “The blessings

of the savings bank system ought to be enjoyed by every person.”65 Finally, sev-

eral advertisements refer to prominent personalities, such as Benjamin Franklin,

General O. Howard, and Abraham Lincoln. The bank’s newspaper wrote on Jan-

uary, 1 1868: “The excellent General O. O. Howard is its friend as lie is the friend

of all good things and good people,” while the general had no role in the bank’s

management.

4.3.2 Methodology

To identify and quantify the use of words that correspond to promotional advertis-

ing, promises and a moralizing rhetoric, we exploit nine Harvard Inquirer’s word

lists. We first use the “positive” and “overstatement” word lists to identify promo-

tional content. Second, we identify promises using the “rise” and “increase” word

lists, as they suggest improvements. As the promises of the Freedman’s Savings

Bank were about government support and a safe use of funds, we also include the

“politics” and “sure” word lists. Finally, to identify and quantify the use of words

that correspond to moral statements, we use the “religion,” the “ought,” and the

“vice” word lists.

Following the literature (Berelson 1952; Loughran and McDonald 2011), we

64“The Freedman’s Savings and Trust Company.” New National Era, June 22, 1871, p. 4.
65“Items from the Branches. Savannah Branch,” New National Era, September 29, 1870, p.3.
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adjust these Harvard Inquirer’s word lists, which were developed for psychology

and sociology studies, to our historical and financial context. To do so, we proceed

as follows. First, we carefully examine whether each word identified as part of a

list had a similar meaning that corresponds in our context by reading a sample of

sentences and articles that include this word. If the meaning does not correspond,

we withdraw the word from the word list. For example, we drop words from the

“positive” word list that are neutral in a finance context, such as interest or capital.

Through this process, we withdraw 1% of the words from the Harvard Inquirer’s

Word lists we exploit. Second, we follow Loughran and McDonald (2011) and

build a dictionary of all words occurring in at least 5% of the documents to see

whether we can match these words to a specific word list. Hence, we add words

that fit well in a specific list but that the Harvard Inquirer omits because they

had a different meaning in the 19th century. For example, we include lottery

and drinking to the “vice” word list, as these words were considered as vices in

Postbellum America. We also complete the “sure” list to refer better to the idea

of safety in our context with the words guarantee, stability, federal, safe, steady,

promise, steadily, auspices. Finally, we further identify the moral content adding

one additional word list with the names of prominent personalities in Postbellum

America, such as Benjamin Franklin, Abraham Lincoln.

We classify our ten word lists into four categories: the “positive” and “over-

statements” categories identify promotional content, while the “promise” and

“moral statement” categories characterize the type of content. Our positive cat-

egory includes 1,596 words and 99% of it overlaps with the initial Harvard In-

quirer’s “positive” word list. Our overstatement category includes 537 words.

The “promise” category groups the “increase,” “rise,” “sure” and “politics” word

lists and includes 466 words. Finally, the “moral” category includes the “ought,”

“vice,” “religion,” and “personalities” word lists and a total of 766 words. The

Internet Appendix provides our final 10 word lists, as well as the list of words we
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drop and add to the initial Harvard Inquirer’s word lists.

One concern could be that we build our word lists based on the content of the

Freedman’s Savings Bank’s advertising only. To address this concern, we build a

dictionary of words occurring in at least 5% of the documents referring to other

banks as well and add them to the respective word lists when relevant.

4.3.3 Results

Table 5 provides summary statistics on the occurrence of words related to positive

statements, overstatements, false promises and a moralizing rhetoric in our sample

of newspaper items on the Freedman’s Savings Bank versus other banks. In total,

we examine more than 260,000 words across 3,239 newspaper items. For each word

category and list, we observe the percentage of items that include the correspond-

ing words in Columns 1 and 4, and within each item, the percentage of words they

represent in Columns 2 and 5. Both the use of positive or overstatement words

across items and the intensity within items is higher for the Freedman’s Savings

Bank. Hence, items on the Freedman’s Savings include close to 2% of positive

words on average, versus 1.1% for other banks. However, the gap between the

Freedman’s Savings Bank and other banks is even larger when considering the use

of moral statements and promises: 68% (31%) of newspaper items related to the

Freedman’s Savings Bank include moral or promises words, versus 16% (6%) for

other banks.

INSERT TABLE 5 HERE

Next, we use a tf.idf weighting scheme to better capture the use intensity of each

word list, where tf – term frequency – represents the method used to account for

the word frequency adjusting for the document length, and idf – inverse document

frequency – denotes the method used to adjust for the importance of this word

within the entire corpus. We follow Loughran and McDonald (2011) and use one
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of the most common tf.idf weighting schemes, where the weight of word i in the

newspaper item j is defined as

wi,j =


(1+log(tfi,j))

1+log(aj)
log N

dfi
if tfi,j ≥ 1

0 otherwise,

where N is the total number of articles and advertisements in our sample, dfi

the number of newspaper items including at least one occurrence of the word i,

tfi,j the raw count of the word i in document j and aj the average word count in

the newspaper item.

Figure 5 plots the tf.idf-weighted frequency of our four word categories. It

illustrates the uniqueness of the advertising of the Freedman’s Savings Bank in its

use of not only positive words and overstatements, but also of words referring to

promises and moral statements.

INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE

One concern could be that the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s advertising differs

from other banks because it advertises in specific newspapers or because savings

banks differ from other banks. To address this concern, we estimate OLS regres-

sions where the dependent variable is the tf.idf weighted frequency of the positive,

overstatement, moral and promises word lists, in logs. We include bank type, year

and newspaper fixed effects and control for the article length, measured in the

number of words in an article.

Table 6 provides the results. The advertising of the Freedman’s Savings Bank is

between 8 to 40% more intense in the use of words from the positive, overstatement,

moral and promise word categories after controlling for newspaper fixed effects.

Results are robust to clustering at the newspaper times year level.

We also investigate whether other banks targeting minorities were advertising

in a similar way including a dummy indicating these banks, i.e., the German
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Savings Bank, the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank and the Freedman’s Savings

Bank.

In contrast to the Freedman’s Savings Bank, other minority banks, which

were were managed by directors from the same ethnic background as their de-

positors, i.e., German or Irish, had more neutral advertising that was similar to

other banks at this time. This result suggests that the asymmetry between the

white management of the Freedman’s Savings Bank and the depositors, mostly

African Americans, contributed to the use of false promises and moral statements

in the advertising.

INSERT TABLE 6 HERE

5 Advertising, Fraudulent Lending and Deposi-

tor Losses

This section provides evidence suggesting a transfer of wealth from African Amer-

ican depositors to elite white networks in Washington, D.C., through fraudulent

lending at the Freedman’s Savings Bank. As most borrowers defaulted, the Freed-

man’s Savings Bank, with no equity on its balance sheet, was insolvent within a

few years, well before the Panic of 1873. Its failure led to depositor losses that

have been rarely matched in the history of banking failures in the United States.

5.1 The Transfer of Wealth

We exploit historical archives to identify the race, occupation and networks of

borrowers for 60% of the loan volumes.66

Figure 6 illustrates the transfer of wealth from African American to white

borrowers, and from Southern branch cities to Washington, D.C. While over 90%

66We exploit the following sources: U.S. Senate. 43rd Congress, 2nd Session (1874), U.S.
Senate. 44th Congress, 1st Session (1876), U.S. Senate. 46th Congress 2nd Session (1880), U.S.
Senate. 53rd Congress 2nd Session (1883), Davis (2003) as well as newspaper archives.
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of the depositors of the Freedman’s Savings Bank were African Americans, they

received less than 5% of the loan volumes issued.67 In addition, the Washington,

D.C., branch issued almost 90% of the loans in volume, but collected only 11% of

the deposits.

INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE

Table 7 identifies the borrowers of the Freedman’s Savings Bank across several

dimensions. First, it lists the borrowers’ occupations: more than 50% of the loan

volumes were issued to real estate contractors, businessmen and financiers. To

illustrate, the largest borrower, J. V. W. Vanderburgh, was the white owner of

a construction firm working for the Board of Public Works of Washington, D.C.

Theophile E. Roessle, the manager of the most prestigious hotel in Washington,

D.C., at this time, borrowed more than $78,000 in current dollars. In contrast,

depositors of the bank were children or students (21%), cooks, washers, waiters or

servants (13% in total), farm workers (13%), and construction workers (9%), as

Table 2 indicates.

INSERT TABLE 7 HERE

Second, Table 7 demonstrates that the majority of the loans benefited elite

networks composed of politicians, as well as friends, clients or relatives of the

bank’s finance committee.68 Elected officials, such as congressmen, senators and

state governors, obtained 15% of the loan volumes. For example, the Maryland

state senator Samuel Taylor Suit (1832-1888) received a loan of $50,000 in current

dollars. Loans were also offered to public and real estate contractors (41%), many

of whom worked for the DC Board of Public Work (19%) that Henry Cooke, the

67In addition to manually identifying the borrowers’ race, we also link borrowers to the full 1870
census and estimate the probability of being Black using county-level name and race probabilities.
We arrive at a similar result.

68While in the 19th century in the US, insider lending was very common in commercial banks,
these banks were mostly funded with equity held by the bank directors. Lamoreaux (1996) shows
that it ensured a relatively efficient governance.
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head of the finance committee of the bank but also the first governor of Washing-

ton, D.C., managed. Hence, the largest total loan amount was issued to J. V. W.

Vandenburgh a contractor of the city of Washington, D.C. Railroad investors, such

as Jay Cooke, Henry Cooke’s brother, received 13% of the loan volumes. One of

these loans, the largest individual loan recorded in the archives, was to Effingham

H. Nichols, the treasurer of the Union Pacific Rail Road, which was involved in

the Credit Mobilier scandal. In fact, railroad investment and the development of

Washington, D.C., were among the main sources of corruption, speculation and

self-enrichment in the Post Civil War Era, or the “Gilded Age” (White 2017),

with contractors charging the federal government for excessive amounts and brib-

ing politicians to obtain contracts.

One might suggest that transferring funds from African Americans to white

businessmen was efficient, as the latter had more investment opportunities. How-

ever, African American depositors were not compensated for the increase in risk

in the bank lending policy. In fact, the bank rarely paid interests on deposits after

1872, as Table IA.3 shows. In addition, the bank was transferring money from

populations with little access to capital to elite networks who already had access

to banks, such as the investment banker Jay Cooke. When depositors complained

that branches could not make loans, the Freedman’s Savings Bank argued that

“it is the experience of the trustees at Washington that the vigilance of a finance

committee of the strongest men in the board, the knowledge and watchfulness of

president and actuary, as well as the aid of the solicitor of the bank, are all required

to prevent losses.”69 Third, with no congressional oversight until 1873, borrowers

had little incentive to repay loans, as suggested by the almost systematic default

and fraud we document below.

69“Freedman’s Bank.” New National Era, July 31, 1873.
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5.2 Evidence on Fraud and Strategic Default

We find that the vast majority of loans issued by the Freedman’s Savings Bank

were fraudulent at issuance as they violated the charter, which, after the 1870

amendment, required loans to be backed by real estate worth twice the value of

the loan. A large proportion of loans were invested in bonds and securities, often

with no collateral, or collateral violating the requirements set out in the charter

amendment.

We also find evidence that borrowers strategically defaulted on their loans. As

Table 3 indicates, borrowers repaid only 5% of the amount due at maturity.

As a result, the bank, with no equity in the balance sheet, was insolvent from

as early as 1872, long before the September 1873 panic. In January 1873, the

finance committee of the Freedman’s Savings Bank had already issued $3 million

of loans among which at least $900,000 were mature but not repaid. In the absence

of equity, the bank was not only illiquid but also insolvent.

5.3 Advertising and Fraudulent Lending

To investigate the relationship between the bank’s advertising and the fraudulent

lending activities, Figure 7 plots the volumes of loans issued each year, the frac-

tion not repaid at maturity, as well as the frequency of false promises and moral

statements in the bank advertising. The intensity of the misleading advertising

increased with the issuance of fraudulent and non performing loans. The moraliz-

ing rhetoric included references to vices, such as drinking or buying lottery tickets,

which was consistent with stereotypes about African Americans at the time and

could have contributed to reinforce them.

INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE

Table 8 confirms that the bank’s advertising content changed after the charter

amendment. In a differences-in-differences model, we regress the weighted fre-
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quency of each word list on a dummy equal to one after May 1870, the date of the

charter amendment, interacted with a dummy for the Freedman’s Savings Bank.

The coefficient of the interaction indicates an increase in the intensity of the use

of a moralizing rhetoric and promises of more than 25% after the charter amend-

ment. This result suggests that the white management of the bank opted for a

more aggressive advertising while exploiting the change in the charter to accelerate

fraudulent lending activities.

INSERT TABLE 8 HERE

5.4 Depositors’ Losses

When the Freedman’s Savings Bank failed, 10% of the aggregate wealth of the

targeted African American population, i.e., $2.8 million current dollars, or $75

million in 2021 dollars, were due to depositors. We define the targeted population

as all African Americans living less than 50 miles from a branch and estimate the

aggregate wealth of African Americans using the full 1870 census (Derenoncourt

et al. 2022).70 In addition, more than 90% of the depositors we identify in the

1870 census had zero or less than $100 in wealth.

While Congress agreed to partly repay depositors, Table 9 shows that deposi-

tors recouped only 19.8% of their deposits on average in present value terms. This

table lists the five payments depositors received from 1875 to 1883 to compensate

for their lost deposits in Panel A. The first and largest payment amounted to 20%

of the deposits and was paid only in late 1875 (Columns 1 and 2) to less than 50%

of the depositors (Column 3). The last payment was nine years after the failure,

while African American’s average life expectancy at this time was 33 years old.

To compute how much depositors received on average in present value as of July

1874, we discount the five repayments using 6% as a discount rate, the interest rate

70After winsorizing the wealth variables in the 1870 census at the 1% level, we find that the
aggregate wealth of African Americans living within 50 miles from a branch amounts to $29
million.
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promised on deposits at the Freedman’s Savings Bank but also at most savings

banks at this time (Olmstead 1976).71

This estimate is likely to be conservative as the investigation committee, which

reported the repayment amounts, had incentives to overestimate the amount re-

ceived by depositors. We also discount repayments to depositors using the ex-

pected returns on deposits, which is a lower bound given how the funds were at

risk both before and after the failure. In addition, as depositors had to send their

deposit books to the headquarters in Washington, D.C., and prove their identity,

it is possible that a much lower percentage of depositors than indicated did so in

the climate of distrust that followed the failure. In fact, a secondary market for

deposit books suggests that the expected repayment was only 8% of the deposit

amount (Osthaus 1976).

INSERT TABLE 9 HERE

Finally, the collapse of the Freedman’s Savings Bank stands out as one of the

worst instances of depositor losses in the US history of banking until the creation

of the Federal Deposit Insurance in 1933.

First, while around thirty other savings banks failed since the creation of the

first one in 1816, none of the failures affected so many depositors as the Freedman’s

Savings Bank. Only the failure of the Townsend Savings Bank in New Haven,

Connecticut, in 1873, led to similar depositor losses, while affecting only 13,000

depositors, versus more than 60,000 for the Freedman’s Savings Bank.72 Another

significant failure was the one of the Third Avenue Bank of New York in 1875.

However, while the bank was of comparable size as the Freedman’s Savings Bank

in 1873 in terms of deposit amount, most depositors were able to withdraw their

funds before the bank closure, and only 8,000 depositors faced losses of $1.4 million

71The average repayment received by a depositor in present value as of 1874 is equal to∑5
n=1 % Depositors Repaidn×

% Amount Repaidn

(1+6%)Y earn−1874 ], where Y earn is the year of repayment n. When

using 10-year Treasury rate in 1874 as the discount rate (Shiller 1989), i.e., 5.47%, the repayments
would account for 20.2% of the lost deposits in present value terms.

72“To Settle a Bank’s Affairs.” The New York Times, December 16, 1884, p. 5.
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in aggregate.73 Even when focusing on the failures of national banks, which by

the charter could invest the deposit funds in risky commercial loans, only two

national bank failures led to a larger amount due to depositors. Panel B of Table 9

provides summary statistics on bank failures with claims higher than $1 million:

the average amount owed to depositors as a percent of GDP is 0.0004%, while for

the Freedman’s Savings Bank this number amounts to 0.0013%. Figure IA.7 plots

the distribution and shows that the Freedman’s Savings Bank ranks in the 95th

percentile in the amount due to depositors in our sample of national and savings

bank failures.

6 Discussion on Possible Short Term Benefits for

Depositors

While depositors faced extensive losses and abuse of trust, one important question

is whether they benefited from having an account at the Freedman’s Savings Bank

in the short term. Did the advertising nudge African Americans to save more for

education and other investments, leading to better outcomes, as SY2020 suggests?

SY2020 concludes about dramatic positive effects of the Freedman’s Savings Bank

on depositors’ literacy, school attendance, income, labor market participation and

real estate wealth.74 SY2020 obtains these results using a 1% sample of the 1870

census linked with the bank registers to identify depositors and an instrumental

variable analysis. Exploiting the full 1870 census and an alternative identification

strategy, we find no evidence of any positive effects of the Freedman’s Savings Bank

on its depositors. We raise concerns about SY2020’s unfounded historical state-

73“Broken Savings Banks.” The New York Times, October 9, 1877, p. 2. Other notable failures
are the ones of the Mechanics and Traders (1875), the Bond Street (1876) and the Market (1872)
savings banks, each affecting less than 4,000 depositors.

74According to Tables 2 and 7 in SY2020, the Freedman’s Savings Bank lead to an increase
in the probability to attend school by 14 percentage points (+300%), to be literate by 13-19
percentage points (+100%), and to work by 3-6 percentage points (+10%), up from respectively
3.9%, 15% and 39%.
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ments supporting the identification strategy, the data construction methodology

and the empirical setting.

6.1 Evidence from the full 1870 Census

We exploit the full 1870 census to investigate depositor outcomes in 1870.

Data

We identify depositors in a sample of the full 1870 census that we construct as

follows.

First, we restrict the 1870 census to all individuals living in counties within

50 miles of a branch.75 To identify these counties, we use the NBER’s County

Distance Database, which provides all the counties that are within 50 miles of

each US county.76 The 1870 census covers 38 million individuals and around 7.8

million households. When keeping only the counties within 50 miles of a branch

that is available in the registers, we arrive at a sample of 7,475,149 individuals and

1,534,962 households.

Then, for each individual, we extract the first name, last name, age, gender,

race, county location, place of birth, real estate wealth, personal wealth, liter-

acy, school attendance, income score and relatives.77 When available, we create

variables indicating the father’s and mother’s first names using the information

on the relationship to the household head. We also create a variable indicating

the closest Freedman’s Savings Bank branch. Finally, we standardize first names

and last names using the same procedure as for the depositors’ data (Abramitzky

75The distance to the branch is one of the parameters of our linking algorithm when considering
potential matches. 50 miles might be considered as relatively conservative, as it corresponds to
around two days of travel at this time.

76https://www.nber.org/research/data/county-distance-database. Because the NBER
distance database uses current county FIPS codes only, we manually adjust the county FIPS code
to reflect the 1870 county composition.

77Income score is an IPUMS-constructed census variable which assigns each occupation in a
particular census to the median total income of that occupation in 1950, in hundreds of 1950
dollars.
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et al. 2020). After dropping observations where the first or last name is missing,

and if there are multiple individuals with the same first name, last name, and age

within a household, we arrive at a final sample of 7,463,045 individuals in 1,533,745

households.

Table IA.16 provides summary statistics on Black individuals in our 1870 census

sample. We arrive at a final sample that includes close to 2 million individuals.

Linking Methodology

We use information on names, location, age, place of birth and father and mother’s

names to identify depositors in our 1870 census sample and build a linking algo-

rithm, following Abramitzky et al. (2019). Section 6.2 of Part III of the Internet

Appendix describes the steps of the linking algorithm.

Panel A in Table IA.16 summarizes the sample of individuals we identify in

the full 1870 census as depositors. We identify 19,338 Black depositors in our 1870

census sample, i.e., 1% of the individuals. Depositors are much more likely to

live in an urban area, to be literate, work and have a higher income score. Among

these matched depositors, 28% are children in 1870, and among these children, 23%

attend school in 1870, compared to 8% for children not holding bank accounts.

As having a bank account could benefit all members in the household, we also

identify as depositors all members of a household that includes a primary account

holder. Panel B in Table IA.16 provides summary statistics at the household level.

1870 Outcomes of Early versus Late Depositors

One possible source of bias when investigating the 1870 outcomes of depositors

is selection, as individuals who open an account are likely to be ex-ante more

educated and wealthy, or have better economic prospects, than individuals who

do not open an account. To address this issue, we compare the 1870 outcomes

of depositors who opened an account before 1870 to depositors who opened an
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account in 1870 or after, estimating the following specification:

Outcomei,1870 = α + β1OpenY ear<1870 + θ1OpenY ear>=1870 + η xi,1870 + Countyi + εi,

(2)

where Outcomei,1870 is a dummy for school attendance, literacy, labor market

participation or the log amount of income or real estate property for individual i

in 1870, 1OpenY ear<1870 and 1OpenY ear>=1870 are dummies equal to 1 for accounts

opened before and after 1870, respectively, Countyi are county fixed effects and

xi,1870 are individual controls including age, gender and household size.

Figure 8 plots the coefficients β and θ for each outcome. We find no statistical

difference in 1870 outcomes between pre-1870 and post-1870 depositors at pre-1870

branches. Table IA.19 provides estimates for β and θ and p-values testing for the

equality of the coefficients: it confirms they are not statistically different.

INSERT FIGURE 8 HERE

One concern is that this specification might suffer from another selection effect

that would cancel out the positive effects of having an account: “late” depositors

might be ex-ante richer and more educated than “early” depositors. However, we

find quantitative and qualitative evidence suggesting the opposite.

First, one key source of variations in the timing of account opening was the

advertising effort of the bank, which intensified with the changes in the manage-

ment of the bank and the charter amendment, as detailed in Section 2. As Figure

7 shows, the use of false promises and a moralizing rhetoric increased after 1870.

It corresponds to the period when (i) the influence of the Cooke brothers, who rev-

olutionized the advertising of financial products during the Civil War, increased,

and (ii) incentives to advertise and collect deposits grew, since the charter amend-

ment of 1870 facilitated fraudulent lending.78 Second, late depositors were likely

to be less informed and sophisticated than early depositors, as information on the

78See Section 2.3,
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fraudulent activities of the bank became public from 1870, and in 1871, rumors of

runs were spreading.79 The increasing awareness of the bank’s financial situation

challenged the finance committee, which finally resigned in February 1872. Third,

evidence from the data confirms that late depositors were not more sophisticated

than early ones, and that it was even quite the opposite. Hence, the share of

children among new depositors jumped up to more than 22% after 1870, as the

bank was actively recruiting depositors in schools (see Figure IA.10). Table IA.17

provides summary statistics on early and late depositors and shows that they are

similar across most characteristics except gender and age.

To further address this selection issue in the timing of account opening, we focus

on “early” depositors within a branch area – defined as depositors who opened an

account within two years of a branch opening – and compare them across branches

opened before 1870 and branches opened after 1870. Table IA.20 provides the

results: we find no difference in 1870 outcomes between early depositors in early

or late branches. Again, this specification is not immune to selection effects.

However, if anything, we expect the selection effect to bias the results upwards, as

depositors in late branches had a lower access to wealth and education, as Table

IA.11 illustrates.

6.2 Issues in SY2020

We identify the following issues in SY2020 that account for the dramatic positive

effects of the Freedman’s Savings Bank the paper identifies on depositors’ literacy,

school attendance, labor market participation, income and real estate wealth.

First, SY2020’s identification strategy and interpretation of the results rely on a

set of unfounded statements that are not consistent with evidence from historical

archives. Hence, central to SY2020’s analysis is a supposed “planned” roll-out

of branches, while in the charter the Freedman’s Savings Bank was not meant

79See Section 2.3 and Footnote 46.
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to even have branches.80 Another key assumption in SY2020 is that the branch

expansion is exogenous, while the bank was explicitly considering the wealth of

the African American population when opening branches, as well as the presence

of institutions involved in the economic and social integration of the freedmen.81

Finally, SY2020’s main result is about the causal impact of the bank on literacy and

school attendance, while the bank largely relied on schools to recruit depositors,

resulting in around 20% of the depositors being children.82

When we replicate SY2020’s final sample, we find that 95% of the “deposi-

tors” are falsely identified as such. This large false positive rate is due to the lax

rules in SY2020’s methodology to link the 1% 1870 census with the bank regis-

ters, which, at odds with the standards in the history literature, does not seek to

minimize incorrect matches, i.e., “false positives.” Hence, SY2020 does not exploit

information on the account opening year and identifies as depositors before 1870

individuals who opened an account after 1870, which account for 75% of the de-

positors. SY2020 also ignores other useful information such as age or birth place.

Second, SY2020 generates random permutations of last names and first names in

the registers before linking the datasets, and hence links four times more combi-

nations of first and last names than initially available. Third, SY2020 identifies as

depositors in the census data each individual within each household with a mem-

ber that matches any relative as listed in the registers, even if the household does

not include a depositor.83 These inconsistencies explains how SY2020 identifies

80At this time, interstate branching by banks was prohibited, and the Freedman’s Savings
Bank did not have a clause in its charter exempting it from this provision. See for example,
“Branches of the Freedman’s Savings Bank.” New National Era, March 3 1873 and U.S. Senate.
42nd Congress, 3rd Session (1873).

81For example, during the first years following the creation of the Freedman’s Savings Bank,
from 1865 to 1867, the bank was mostly targeting cities with Black troops and existing banks
for soldiers, as military wages were an important source of wealth for African Americans just
released from slavery. The New Era, March 31, 1870. “Freedman’s Savings.” South Carolina
Leader, October 28, 1865. The Internet Appendix provides more sourced evidence on the drivers
of the branch location.

82The Internet Appendix provides abundant evidence on the role of schools. Among others,
see for example, “Pamphlet.” The Freedman’s Savings Bank, 1867, and “Freedmen’s Savings
and Trust Company. To the editor of the New Era.” New Era, March 10, 1870, p. 1.

83Figure IA.12 investigates the false positives within the sample of census individuals SY2020
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around 800 depositors before 1870 in its final sample, i.e., more than 4% of the

ones listed in the registers, while using only a 1% sample of the 1870 census.

When we investigate the characteristics of these “false positive,” we identify

a bias in the construction of the data. As SY2020 identifies depositors linking

the bank registers with the census data within branches, the number of potential

depositors increases with the number of individuals listed in the registers, which

is higher in early and more successful branches. As a result, falsely identified

depositors lived in areas with a better access to wealth and education. SY2020’s

specifications do not include branch fixed effects to control for this selection effect.

We then investigate the empirical design and find evidence suggesting that

the exclusion restriction of the instruments for holding an account does not hold.

SY2020 exploits four instruments at the county level: (1) a dummy equal to one for

counties with a branch opened before 1870, (2) the county distance to the nearest

county with a branch opened before 1870, and, relating to the 1868 congressional

election, (3) the number of Republican votes in the county, and (4) the share of

Republican votes in the county. Figure 9 shows that these instruments all correlate

with proxies for African American’s ex-ante access to wealth and education. The

figure plots average ex-ante county characteristics across values of the four county

level instruments in SY2020’s final sample. County characteristics include the log

of the average number of Black soldiers present in the county over the years 1865-

1866, a dummy indicating a Freedmen’s Bureau office or school, the population,

and the manufacturing output per capita.84 Table IA.13 provides the coefficient

estimates for the corresponding regressions and shows that the instruments also

correlate with dummies indicating an urban area and access to rail and water

infrastructures.85

identifies as depositors.
84The Freedmen’s Bureau and the number of soldiers indicate access to wealth as the Bureau

was providing support to the freedmen and soldiers received relatively large wages from the
Union army.

85It is well understood in the literature that both branch locations and the timing of branch
openings and closures are endogenous choices of banks (see for example Aguirregabiria et al.
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INSERT FIGURE 9 HERE

Consistent with the bias we identify both in the data construction and the in-

struments, we can replicate SY2020’s large coefficient estimates in the same sample

but with randomized depositors, as Figure 10 illustrates. Figure 10 plots the co-

efficient estimates of SY2020 IV analysis across 1,000 permutations of the data

where we identify depositors randomly within branches. We define the number

of depositors within a branch as the number of possible combinations of listed

individuals in the registers with individuals in the census times the probability of

a match.

INSERT FIGURE 10 HERE

Other inconsistencies in SY2020 include the non-replicability of the data, ro-

bustness tests that are not conclusive, a series of other incorrect historical state-

ments, for example on the bank’s use of funds or the branch opening dates and

status, and omissions that could affect the perception of this episode of history

and the interpretation of the results, for example on the massive fraud and abuse

of trust. Part III in the Internet Appendix provides more details on each of these

other issues.

7 Conclusion

This paper investigates the expansion of the first formal financial institution serv-

ing African Americans after Emancipation.

Created as a benevolent institution meant to bring economic independence to

the freedmen, the bank recruited depositors through a uniquely extensive adver-

tising campaign, by using false promises, a moralizing rhetoric and racial stereo-

typing. The bank’s success in collecting deposits resulted in a transfer of wealth

(2016)) that affects their lending (Petersen and Rajan 2002; Agarwal and Hauswald 2010).
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away from African Americans. Hence, this episode of history illustrates how racial

advertising by financial institutions can affect minorities, a question still largely

unexplored in the literature. The Freedman’s Savings Bank also demonstrates how

designing institutions with well-meaning intentions and a broad social agenda can

have adverse effects, diverting attention from appropriate regulation and supervi-

sion.

The gap between the racial composition of the active directors of the bank, all

white until 1873, and the depositors, mostly African Americans, also raises research

questions on the potential benefits of minority-owned financial institutions. After

the failure of the Freedman’s Savings Bank, between 1888 and 1934, 134 Black-

owned banks were formed mostly in Southern states (Okonkwo 2003).

Finally, the long run effects of the Freedman’s Savings Bank on African Amer-

icans’ trust in formal financial institutions and wealth accumulation are also im-

portant research questions that have not yet been explored. Like the Tulsa race

massacre, which destroyed Tulsa’s Greenwood District in 1921, commonly referred

to as “Black Wall Street,” the Jim Crow era’s “Black Codes,” which restricted

economic opportunity in much of the South, as well as practices like redlining, the

Freedman’s Savings Bank and its failure stands out as a significant obstacle in the

accumulation of Black wealth in America.
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Figure 1. Timeline of the Freedman’s Savings Bank

This timeline plots the main events in the history of the Freedman’s Savings
Bank. The Freedman’s Savings Bank was chartered in March 1865 and failed
in July, 1874. We identify three distinct periods in the life of the Freedman’s Sav-
ings Bank. (1) The formation: from 1865 to 1866, the bank was created on the
model of the first military banks for Black Union soldiers by white church mem-
bers, businessmen, reformers, and abolitionists. (2) The speculation era: 1867 was
a turning point in the history of the Freedman’s Savings Bank. The headquar-
ters were transferred to Washington, D.C., there was a large turnover of trustees
and politicians and financiers took over the leadership. The latter started using
the deposit funds to make fraudulent loans that were almost never repaid. (3)
The reform attempt and collapse: in 1872, some information on the dubious in-
vestments became public, the main trustees resigned and new trustees, as well as
a new president, Frederick Douglass, were appointed in an attempt to reform the
bank and rebuild confidence. In July, 1874 after several months of runs, and years
of insolvency, the Freedman Savings Bank failed. Depositors received only 20% of
their deposits back on average in net present value terms.
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Figure 2. Freedman’s Savings Bank: Branch Locations and 1870 Black
Wealth

This map displays the location of the 37 Freedman’s Savings Bank branches, as well as 1870 Black
county wealth in 1870 dollars. Individual Black wealth is winsorized at 1%, then aggregated by
county. Yellow, orange and red dots refer to branches that opened between 1865 and 1867,
between 1868 and 1869, and after 1870, respectively.
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Figure 3. Advertisement from the Freedman’s Savings Bank

This advertisement was published every week in the New National Era, the main newspaper with
an African American audience, from June 1871 to July 1873.
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Figure 4. New Accounts Opened and Outstanding Amount of Deposits
at the Freedman’s Savings Bank from 1865 to 1874

This figure plots the number of accounts opened each year (right axis) and the outstanding
amount of deposits at the bank (left axis). The sample of accounts is restricted to the accounts
listed in the bank registers that are available and digitized (28 branches) and excludes institu-
tional accounts. The outstanding amounts of deposits are from page 41 of the Report of the U.S.
Congress Senate Select Committee to Investigate the Freedman’s Savings and Trust Company
(U.S. Senate. 46th Congress 2nd Session 1880). The vertical red line indicates the date of the
bank failure. The vertical dotted line indicates the year of the 1870 census data.
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Figure 5. Frequency of Word Lists in Advertisings across Banks

This figure plots the frequency of the “positive,” “overstatement,” “promise,” and “moral” word
categories in the 3,239 articles and ads referring to the Freedman’s Savings Bank and any other
banks we collect in our sample of newspapers over the 1865-1874 period. We measure the
frequency using the inverse document frequency weighted measure (tf.idf) as described in Section
4.3.
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Figure 6. Deposits and Loans across Race and Branches

Panels A and B plot the number of depositors of the Freedman’s Savings Bank and the volumes
of outstanding loans in 1874 across race and branches, respectively. Information on the race and
branch of depositors is from the bank’s registers of signatures, which cover 28 branches from 1865
to 1874. We drop accounts that are held by institutions, such as churches and various community
societies, and accounts for which all the information, except the account identifier, is missing.
We also drop duplicates in terms of names, age, location and place of birth. The final sample
of depositors includes 74,966 depositors across 27 branches over 1865 to 1874. Our loan sample
is compiled from the descriptions of loans in U.S. Senate. 43rd Congress 1st Session (1874) and
includes 1,797 loans in the balance sheet of the Freedman’s Savings Bank at the date of the
failure. These loans account for $3.6 million of total issuance, or $86 million in 2021 dollars.
Information on borrower race is from our sample of manually audited loans, which covers 60%
of the total loan volumes and 305 loans.
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Figure 7. Advertising Content and Fraudulent Lending

This figure plots the use intensity of promises and a moralizing rhetoric in the advertising of the
Freedman’s Savings Bank as well as the total volume of fraudulent loans the bank issued each
year and the volume not repaid at maturity. We measure the use intensity of promises and a
moralizing rhetoric with the tf-idf weighted frequency of the corresponding word lists described
in Section 4.3. The sample includes the 947 ads and articles we have collected on the Freedman’s
Savings Bank in our sample of 17 digitized newspapers over the 1865-1874 period. The vertical
line indicates the date of the charter amendment in May 1870 allowing the bank to offer loans
under strict conditions.
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Figure 8. Investigating the Short Run Effects: Comparison of 1870
Outcomes for Early (pre-1870) and Late (post-1870) Depositors

This figure plots the coefficients and confidence intervals for regressions of 1870 outcomes on
a dummy indicating depositors who opened accounts before 1870 and a dummy indicating de-
positors who opened accounts after 1870, among branches opened prior to 1870. This is the
same sample and specification as Panel C of Table IA.19. Outcomes, all measured in the full
1870 census, include dummy variables for school attendance, literacy, and employment, as well
an income score, representing the median total income in 1950 of an individual with the same
occupation in hundreds of 1950 dollars, and the value of the real estate owned by an individual.
Regressions control for household size and include county, gender and age category fixed effects.
Attended School and Literate are restricted to those over the age of 5, and Works, Income and
Real Property are restricted to those over the age of 15. Works and Income are further restricted
to male only. Standard errors are clustered at the county level. The point estimates are included
along with the 90% confidence bands.
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Panel A. Dummy Indicating the Presence of an Early Branch in County

Panel B. County Distance to the Nearest Early Branch County

Panel C. County Number of Republican Votes

Panel D. County Share of Republican Votes

Figure 9. SY2020’s Instruments and Ex-ante County Characteristics

This figure plots the mean of ex-ante county characteristics across values of the four SY2020
instruments: a dummy indicating an early branch in the county (Panel A), county distance to
the nearest early branch county, the county number of Republican votes in the 1868 congressional
election (Panel C), and the county share of Republican votes in the 1868 congressional election
(Panel D). The county characteristics are 1860 population, 1860 per capita manufacturing output
in current dollars, the average number of Black soldiers in 1865-1866, and a dummy indicating
the presence of a Freedmen Bureau’s school. The sample is a replication of SY2020’s final sample.
Election data are from Clubb et al. (2006). Army data are from the archives of the United States
Army (Downs and Nesbit 2015). Freedmen Bureau’s school information is from the 1869 school
reports. Manufacturing data are from the US census of manufactures, 1860. Demographic data
are from the US census of population, 1860. Confidence intervals are at the 95% level.
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Figure 10. Replication of SY2020’s IV Coefficient Estimates on Permu-
tated Samples with Randomized Depositors

This figure displays the coefficient estimates when we estimate SY2020’s IV specification in a
replication of SY2020’s sample (red dots) and in permutations of this sample with randomly
identified depositors (blue dots). The blue dots plot the average IV coefficient estimates of the
effect of having a Freedman’s Savings Bank account across 1,000 sample permutations where
individuals are randomly assigned an account within branches. Outcomes, all measured in 1870,
include dummy variables for school attendance, literacy, and employment, as well an income
score, representing the median total income in 1950 of an individual with the same occupation in
hundreds of 1950 dollars, and the value of the real estate owned by an individual. Specifications
are the same as in SY2020’s Table 7; excluded instruments are the distance to the nearest pre-
1870 branch and an indicator for the presence of a pre-1870 branch in the county, and the model
includes fixed effects for metropolitan area status, the opening date of the nearest branch, and
occupation. Controls include city population, sex, age, number of children under the age of five
in household, and fixed effects for relationship with household head and the number of married
couples in the household. Income and Real property regressions include an indicator for nonzero
values. Observations are weighted using IPUMS sample weights (perwt). Following SY2020’s
Table 7, standard errors are clustered by distance to the nearest branch or planned branch. The
figure plots the 90% confidence intervals.
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Table 1. Newspaper Dataset

Newspaper State Frequency Period # of Issues Number of Articles

Freedman’s
Savings Bank

Other
Banks

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

African American Audience (N = 5)

New National Era DC Weekly 1870-1874 211 315 0
Beaufort Republican SC Weekly 1870-1873 52 66 0
Charleston Advocate SC Weekly 1867-1868 25 30 0
South Carolina Leader SC Weekly 1865-1866 27 17 0
Port Royal Commercial SC Weekly 1873-1874 27 3 0

General Audience (N = 12)

Charleston Daily News SC Daily 1865-1873 2,641 177 916
Atlanta Daily Herald GA Daily 1873-1874 239 226 552
New York Times NY Daily 1865-1874 468 14 393
New York Daily Tribune NY Daily 1865-1872 364 27 324
Daily Dispatch VA Daily 1865-1870 1,535 3 32
Daily Loyal Georgian GA Daily 1867-1867 29 34 0
New York Herald NY Daily 1865-1874 400 1 32
Memphis Daily Appeal TN Daily 1866-1873 2,250 2 23
Evening Star DC Daily 1865-1873 2,534 9 11
Tri-Weekly Standard NC Tri-weekly 1866-18688 289 1 9
Weekly North-Carolina Standard NC Weekly 1866-1869 189 19 0
Weekly Loyal Georgian GA Weekly 1867-1868 4 3 0

Total 947 2,292

This table presents the list of newspapers we use for our analysis. We include all the
digitized newspapers targeting African Americans from 1865 to 1874 as well as one
to three general audience newspapers in the following states: Georgia, New York,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and Washington, D.C. We
identify these newspapers using the archives from Newspaper.com, the Chronicling
America database from the Library of Congress, the Readex’s America’s Historical
Newspaper Archive, the Proquest Historical Newspapers, as well as the Georgia
Historic Newspapers archives from the Digital Library of Georgia. Column 1 pro-
vides the state where the newspaper is issued, Column 2 the issuance frequency,
Columns 3 and 4 the coverage period and number of issues that are available in a
digital format and that we have screened. Finally, Columns 5 and 6 provide the
number of advertising and articles referring to the Freedman’s Savings Bank and
other banks we have identified, collected and manually transcribed. See footnote 8
for more detail on the New National Era.
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Table 2. Registers Dataset - Summary Statistics

Number of Accounts = 74,966

Mean p25 p50 p75 % Non-Missing
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Demographics
Black (Frequency, in %) 90.6 100%
Age in 1870 27 17 24 35 66%
Number of listed relatives 5 1 4 7 100%
Place of birth (Frequency, in %) 68%

Virginia 20.9
Georgia 15.2
South Carolina 14.6
Kentucky 6.8
Louisiana 6.8
Maryland 6.1
Mississippi 5.9
Tennessee 5.5
Others 18.3

Occupation (Frequency, in %) 69%
Children or students 20.5
Cooks, washers, waiters or servants 13.3
Farm workers 12.8
Construction workers 8.8
Others 55.4

Account Information
Account opening year 1871 1870 1871 1872 92%
Branch opening year 1866 1865 1866 1866 100%
Branch (Frequency, in %) 100%

Washington, D.C. 10.8
Savannah, GA 10.6
Charleston, SC 8.2
Richmond, VA 7.8
Baltimore, MD 7.0
Vicksburg, MS 6.4
Memphis, TN 6.3
New York City, NY 6.2
Louisville, KY 5.7
Augusta, GA 4.8
New Orleans, LA 4.5
Atlanta, GA 4.4
Beaufort, SC 2.9
Nashville, TN 2.4
Huntsville, AL 2.2
Tallahassee, FL 1.9
Norfolk, VA 1.8
Mobile, AL 1.7
Little Rock, AR 1.3
Shreveport, LA 1.1
Columbus, MS 1.0
Natchez, MS 0.7
St. Louis, MO 0.2
Lynchburg, VA 0.1
New Bern, NC 0.0
Wilmington, NC 0.0
Raleigh, NC 0.0

This table provides summary statistics on the accounts listed in the Freedman’s
Savings Bank’s registers of signatures and on the depositors’ demographics. The
registers cover 28 branches from 1865 to 1874. We drop accounts that are held
by institutions, such as churches and various community societies (0.25%), and
accounts for which all the information, except the account identifier, is missing.
We also drop duplicates in terms of names, age, location and place of birth. We
arrive at a dataset covering 74,966 accounts opened across 27 branches over the
1865-1874 period. Children are defined as those aged below 18 at account opening.
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Table 3. Loan Dataset – Summary Statistics

N=1,797 Mean Sd p25 p50 p75
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Unweighted

Face value (current dollars) 2,024 6,628 150 500 1,750
Issue year 1872.1 1.1 1871 1872 1873
Maturity (months) 9.9 7.9 2.0 12.0 12.0
Washington, D.C. (dummy) 0.73 0 1 1
Non-performing (dummy) 0.83 1 1 1
% unpaid 95.2 13.6 100 100 100

Panel B: Volume-Weighted

Issue year 1871.8 1.1 1871 1872 1872
Maturity (in months) 12.5 5.7 12.0 12.0 12.0
Washington, D.C. (dummy) 0.81 1 1 1
Non-performing (dummy) 0.84 1 1 1
% unpaid 93.3 16.4 100 100 100

This table provides summary statistics on the 1,797 loans in the balance sheet of
the Freedman’s Savings Bank at the date of the failure, accounting for $3.6 million
of total issuance, or $86 million in 2021 dollars. The Non-performing dummy
identifies matured loans that are not repaid. Loans due after the date of the failure
might also be non-performing but cannot be accurately identified as such. % unpaid
refers to the proportion of the amount due – face value and interest – still due at
maturity, assuming 6% interest rates with semi-annual payments. Panel B weighs
summary statistics by loan face value.
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Table 4. Advertising and New Accounts: Panel Analysis

Number of New Accounts (Day and Branch Level)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

# Articles over the
last 3 days

0.34* 0.30**

(0.18) (0.13)

# Articles over the
last week

0.22* 0.20**

(0.12) (0.09)

# Articles over the
last 2 weeks

0.14* 0.13**

(0.08) (0.05)

Day Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Branch Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 15,607 15,607 11,450 11,450 11,450 11,450
R2 0.115 0.166 0.198 0.198 0.198 0.199

This table presents OLS coefficients for regressions of daily new account openings
on the sum of newspaper items on the Freedman’s Savings Bank published over
the last three days, week, and two weeks. The panel regressions include day fixed
effects in Columns 1, 3 and 5 and branch and day fixed effects in Columns 2, 4 and
6. The sample includes the nine branches in locations covered by the newspapers
included in our sample, i.e. Atlanta, Augusta, Beaufort, Charleston, Memphis, New
York City, Raleigh, Richmond and Washington, D.C. The sample covers every day-
branch observations over the 1865-1874 period when both registers and digitized
newspapers are available. Standard errors are clustered at the branch-year level.
*, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% confidence
levels, respectively.
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Table 5. Advertising Content Analysis - Word List Occurence

Freedman’s Savings Bank Other Banks
N=947 N=2,292

Occurence Frequency, in %

Across Ads Within Ads Across Ads Within Ads

Word List Mean Mean Sd Mean Mean Sd
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Positive 50.4 1.98 2.47 43.9 1.10 1.67

Overstatement 45.8 1.00 1.47 35.0 0.97 1.57

Moral
30.0 0.46 0.86 5.4 0.11 0.59

Vice 26.7 0.38 0.75 1.3 0.01 0.17
Ought 7.5 0.05 0.22 3.7 0.08 0.46
Religion 4.3 0.03 0.27 0.9 0.02 0.22
Authority Figures 1.7 0.01 0.13 0.0 0.00 0.01

Promises
67.3 1.61 1.36 15.5 0.31 0.87

Politics 57.9 0.97 1.06 6.1 0.09 0.48
Sure 34.6 0.51 0.85 8.7 0.10 0.39
Increase 12.4 0.09 0.32 5.3 0.11 0.53
Rise 7.3 0.04 0.17 1.2 0.01 0.10

Other Variables

Length (in characters) 730 362
Length (in words) 124 61
Publication Year 1871 1870

This table reports summary statistics on the percent of articles and ads with words
from a given word list (Columns 1 and 4) and on the frequency of a given word
list relative to the total number of words within each newspaper item (Columns
2, 3, 5 and 6). The word lists are from the Harvard Inquirer, adjusted to the
finance and historical context as described in Section 4.3, and available in the
Internet Appendix. Our sample comprises the 3,239 articles and ads mentioning
the Freedman’s Savings Bank and any other banks in our newspaper sample over
the 1865-1874 period as described in Section 3.
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Table 6. The Specificities of the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s Advertising
- OLS Regressions

Occurence Frequency (tf.idf, in Log)

Positive Overstatement Moral Promises

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1Freedman′sSavingsBank 0.56*** 0.17** 0.27** 0.25*** 0.31*** 0.08*** 0.40*** 0.38***
(0.13) (0.08) (0.13) (0.06) (0.06) (0.02) (0.09) (0.09)

1MinorityBank -0.19** -0.13 -0.07 -0.19*** -0.12*** -0.07*** -0.04 -0.21***
(0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.06) (0.03) (0.02) (0.07) (0.08)

Controls
Article Length Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fixed Effects
Newspaper - Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes
Bank Type Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Article Frequency Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,239 3,239 3,239 3,239 3,239 3,239 3,239 3,239
R2 0.571 0.666 0.592 0.639 0.508 0.613 0.641 0.700

This table presents OLS coefficients for regressions of the use intensity of the posi-
tive (Columns 1 and 2), overstatement (Columns 3 and 4), moral (Columns 5 and
6) and promises (Columns 7 and 8) word categories in our sample of newspaper
items. The use intensity is the tf.idf weighted frequency, in log. The variable
1MinorityBank indicates banks serving a minority, i.e., German, Irish or African
American populations. As opposed to the Freedman’s Savings Bank, savings bank
serving Irish or German populations were managed by directors from the same eth-
nicity. The regressions include dummies for the publication year, the bank type –
national, state, savings or investment –, and quintiles of article frequency, as well
as newspaper fixed effects in columns 2, 4, 6 and 8. Regressions also control for
the article length in number of words. The sample includes the 3,239 articles and
ads referring to the Freedman’s Savings Bank and any other banks as described
in Section 3. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and
1% confidence levels, respectively. Standard errors are clustered at the newspaper
times year level.
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Table 7. Borrowers’ Occupations and Networks

% in number % in volumes
(1) (2)

Occupation
Real Estate and Infrastructure Developers and Contractors 28.9 29.0
Business Owners and Managers 17.4 24.2
Merchants 3.6 3.6
Attorneys and Judges 3.9 3.5
Bankers 4.9 2.5
Civil Servants 2.0 1.6
Freedman’s Savings Bank Employees 2.0 1.2
Other 28.2 32.3
Unknown 9.2 2.1

Elected Officials 8.5 14.8
Congressmen 4.6 3.6
Senators 2.0 2.6
State Governors 0.3 0.2
Other 1.6 8.4

Networks
Real Estate and Infrastructure Development 41.3 41.1
DC Board of Public Works and Seneca Stone Company 14.8 18.9

Political 20 25.4
Howard University 7.9 12.6

Railroads 8.9 12.9
Jay Cooke and Union Railroad 5.6 9.4

Prominent DC African Americans 10.8 4.1
Douglass Family and Associates 8.2 2.1

Other 15.1 11.7
Unknown 11.8 11.8

This table summarizes manually-identified borrower characteristics in the loan-level
database for our sample of manually audited loans, which covers 60% ($2.2 million) of
the total loan volumes and 305 loans. Occupation categories are mutually exclusive,
while borrower network categories are not. Elected officials is a dummy equal to
one if a borrower served in elected office at the federal, state, or local level. The
Real Estate and Infrastructure Development network category refers to contractors
and other professionals with a real estate affiliation, the Political network category
refers to elected officials and civil servants as well as administrators, faculty and
others affiliated with Howard University, the Railroads network category refers to
those who developed or financed railroads and the Prominent DC African Americans
network category includes prominent African Americans based in Washington, D.C.,
including the Douglass family and other influential businessmen and landowners.
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Table 8. Changes in the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s Advertising After
the Charter Amendment

Occurence Frequency (tf-idf, in Logs)

Positive Overstatement Moral Promises
(1) (2) (3) (4)

1Post x 1Freedman′sSavingsBank 0.25 -0.14 0.25*** 0.32***
(0.20) (0.13) (0.09) (0.09)

1Freedman′sSavingsBank 0.20 0.29*** 0.01 0.13
(0.13) (0.09) (0.04) (0.09)

1Post 0.16 0.34 0.06 0.09
(0.20) (0.21) (0.06) (0.08)

Controls
Article Length Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fixed Effects
Bank Type Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Frequency Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,239 3,239 3,239 3,239
R2 0.578 0.604 0.527 0.659

This table analyzes the change in the content of the advertising after the charter
amendment in May, 1870, in our sample of newspaper items over the 1865-1874 pe-
riod. In this differences-in-differences framework, 1Post is a dummy variable equal
to one from the Freedman’s Savings Bank’s charter amendment in May 1870. The
regressions include bank type, article frequency and year fixed effects. Regressions
also control for article length in words. The sample includes the 3,239 articles and
ads referring to the Freedman’s Savings Bank and any other banks we collect in our
sample of newspapers over the 1865-1874 period. *, **, and *** represent statisti-
cal significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% confidence levels, respectively. Standard
errors are clustered at the newspaper times year level.
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Table 9. Depositors’ Losses

Panel A: Repayments to Depositors

N=61,131

Payment Date % of the Amount Due % of Depositors
Repaid

Average % Repaid in
Present Value in 1874

(1) (2) (3) (4)

November 1, 1875 20 49.1 9.1

March 20, 1878 10 42.6 3.4

September 1, 1880 10 38.1 2.7

June 1, 1882 15 9.8 3.3

May 12, 1883 7 4.4 1.3

Total 19.8

Panel B: Savings and National Bank Failures (1816 - 1933)

N=76

Mean Sd p10 p25 p50 p75 p90 Freedman’s
Savings
Bank

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Year of Failure 1903 19 1875 1889 1905 1922 1927 1874

Amounts Due to Depositors, mm of Current $ 2.2 1.6 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.6 3.3 2.8

Amounts Due to Depositors, mm of 2021 $ 56.3 52.3 22.5 27.3 41.6 64.7 90.5 67.9

Amounts Due to Depositors, as a % of
Current GDP

0.0004 0.0004 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0006 0.0008 0.0013

Panel A lists the repayments to the depositors of the Freedman’s Savings Bank after the
failure and provides the net present value in 1874 repaid to individual depositors on average.
Payment date, % of the amount due, % of depositors repaid are from page 12 of the 1883
“Annual Report of the Commissioner of the Freedman’s Savings and Trust Company” (U.S.
Senate. 53rd Congress 2nd Session 1883). The present value is computed using a 6% discount
rate, the typical interest rates paid on deposits in savings banks during the period. Panel
B provides summary statistics on depositor losses from the failures of savings banks (from
1816) and national banks (from 1863) until the creation of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, in 1933. The sample includes all failures of national and savings banks with
more than $1 million current dollars due to depositors at the date of the failure. Data on
national bank failures are collected from the annual reports of the Comptroller of Currency
from 1863 to 1933, while data on savings bank failures are from Keyes (1878) and newspaper
archives. See Tables IA.5 and IA.6 for a list of each failure.
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